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(PET) in clinical and research settings to address a wide variety of diseases. It has been
extensively employed to assess molecular and physiological biomarkers in vivo in healthy
and disease states, in oncology, cardiology, neurology, and psychiatry. Quantitative PET
allows relating the time-varying activity concentration in tissues/organs of interest and the
basic functional parameters governing the biological processes being studied. Yet, quanti-
tative PET is challenged by a number of degrading physical factors related to the physics of
PET imaging, the limitations of the instrumentation used, and the physiological status of the
patient. Moreover, there is no consensus on the most reliable and robust image-derived
PET metric(s) that can be used with confidence in clinical oncology owing to the discrepan-
cies between the conclusions reported in the literature. There is also increasing interest in
the use of artificial intelligence based techniques, particularly machine learning and deep
learning techniques in a variety of applications to extract quantitative features (radiomics)
from PET including image segmentation and outcome prediction in clinical oncology. These
novel techniques are revolutionizing clinical practice and are now offering unique capabili-
ties to the clinical molecular imaging community and biomedical researchers at large. In
this report, we summarize recent developments and future tendencies in quantitative PET
imaging and present example applications in clinical decision support to illustrate its poten-
tial in the context of clinical oncology.
Semin Nucl Med 48:548-564 © 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging offers the
unique ability to image, with pertinently high sensitivity

and specificity, the physiological or pathologic progress of
many major biochemical processes underlying normal and
tumor tissues. Indeed, a significant portion of the clinical
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value of oncologic PET stems from its inherent capability to
measure individual counts that ultimately form, at the end
of each acquisition, a 3D image signal directly related to the
actual quantity of the true source signal, that is, the actual
tracer distribution at the moment of acquisition.1 Thus, its
clinical relevance reclines in its natural aptitude to provide
robust and reproducible quantitative estimates of biological
or physiological processes pertinent in diagnosis, staging,
therapy monitoring or treatment planning in clinical oncol-
ogy. Therefore, maintaining a high quantification level in
clinical PET images is very important and ensures the rest of
PET benefits are efficiently exploited. Therefore, modern
clinical PET scanners, in the form of hybrid PET/CT or PET/
MRI systems, are equipped with advanced hardware and
software systems to allow for the meticulous measurement
and modeling of a wide spectrum of PET resolution degra-
dation factors in order to later compensate as accurately as
possible for their impact in PET signal quantification.
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Hybrid PET/CT imaging instrumentation has emerged as a
molecular imaging technology enabling concurrent morpho-
logic and molecular characterization of tissues. The literature
is populated with a large number studies proving the clinical
role of hybrid imaging especially for oncologic applications.
Although more recent PET/MRI technology is still considered
to be in an embryonic state, its clinical role is being defined
and established considering cost/benefit aspects.
Progress and innovative development of novel tracers tar-

geting various aspects of tumor biology, including metabo-
lism, cell proliferation, cell death, oncogene expression, drug
delivery, and tumor hypoxia, are enhancing the differentia-
tion of malignant lesions from normal tissues. The list of
novel molecular imaging probes having the potential for clin-
ical routine use in the coming years is very long.2,3 A number
of these novel tracers are expected to play a significant role in
clinical diagnosis and to guide treatment decisions and ther-
apy planning.4,5 However, the choice of specific tracers or
their combination, when the imaging should be performed
during the course of therapy, and how the optimal imaging
protocol should be selected and combined with robust and
relevant image-derived PET metrics for assessment of disease
are still open research questions offering many opportunities
for future research.
Quantitative PET imaging has nowadays become an

important component in the management of oncological
patients. In clinical oncology, quantitative PET has turned
out to be a prevailing procedure in the majority of academic
clinical centers worldwide and is commonly implemented in
protocols adopted in clinical trials. Accurate PET quantifica-
tion is witnessed to be a key breakthrough enabling to
unlock new avenues for diagnosis, monitoring of treatment
response, and therapy planning. Quantitative PET imaging is
expected to produce a paradigm shift and will assist in chart-
ing personalized treatment strategies and also in prospecting
novel therapeutic opportunities. Previously, the foundations
and limitations of quantitative PET imaging have been
described in dedicated textbooks6 and a number of review
papers.7-14 In this review, we focus on recent developments.
This review describes technical advancements in the field
focusing on recent advances in quantitative PET imaging and
related image processing issues with special emphasis on its
applications in the context of clinical oncology.
Quantitative PET Analysis
PET data acquisition protocols used in the clinic most often
involves scanning at a single time window. Furthermore,
depending on the scanner’s axial field-of-view (FOV), clinical
PET protocols may include a single or multiple bed posi-
tions, or simply beds, to cover the targeted FOV of a study.
The bed frames should ideally correspond to a postinjection
time point, for which the activity uptake and contrast are
expected to be sufficient for the targeted region and the
selected tracer relative to the surrounding background tis-
sues. The acquired PET raw data, in units of coincidence
counts per milliliter (counts/ml), are integrated at each line
of response (LOR) position along the scan time window or
frame of the respective bed. Then, the LOR data are normal-
ized by the duration of the bed frame, in units of seconds,
and scaled by the inverse of the nominal scanner sensitivity,
in units of cps/Bq to estimate the raw detected activity con-
centration at each LOR of that bed position, in units of
Bq/ml.

The temporally listed raw coincidence counts, also known
as list-mode data, corresponding to a particular time frame
are first binned or histogrammed to their respective LOR
bins to ultimately form a single 3D sinogram or histogram
for that time frame. Later, the produced sinogram can be
reconstructed with a histogram-based 3D algorithm, on an
LOR bin-by-bin basis, to estimate the respective 3D spatial
distribution of the estimated average activity concentration
over the time frame. Alternatively, the PET activity concen-
tration image can be directly estimated from the list-mode
PET data, on an event-by-event basis, via a list-mode 3D PET
reconstruction algorithm.15

Regardless of the whether the reconstruction is performed
in sinogram space or directly from the list-mode file, static
PET images for each bed position are produced representing
the 3D spatial distribution of the radioactivity concentration
in vivo of the tracer (in Bq/ml). In an effort to standardize the
quantitative assessment and simplify the comparison of
whole-body (WB) PET images produced by different proto-
cols on various commercial PET scanners, the concept of
standardized uptake value (SUV), obtained by dividing the
decay-corrected activity concentration in a malignant lesion
by the patient’s weight (in kg) and administered activity (in
MBq), was established.16 Depending on the volumetric char-
acteristics and regional properties of the defined region of
interest (ROI), first-order histogram metrics such as the
mean, maximum, or peak SUV values can be estimated.
Additional quantitative metrics including the tumor-to-back-
ground ratio (TBR) or contrast and the contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) may also be assessed by defining ROIs in the target
and background. However, the commonly employed semi-
quantitative metric of SUV is subject to large variability and
does not capture local heterogeneity in the PET uptake,
owing to its dependence on 18F-FDG blood concentration
and tissue kinetics.

Indeed, the activity concentration in living tissues changes
dynamically with postinjection time, as regulated by the in-
vivo physiological tissue uptake of the administered radio-
tracer.17 As a result, the PET images estimated from 3D static
data may only approximate the average 3D activity concen-
tration distribution of the tracer over a single acquisition
time frame at each bed position. Thus, static PET data and
respective images produced from relatively long time frames
or during fast tracer kinetics may be less representative of the
tracer activity concentration at any given time moment dur-
ing the acquisition, thereby of limited quantitative value.

Therefore, static clinical PET scan protocols are optimally
designed for each tracer and scanner, such that they involve
bed frames of the shortest possible duration, to shorten total
scan duration and patient motion probability, thus retaining
quantitative accuracy, while not diminishing count statistics,
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thereby quantitative precision, for a given scanner sensitivity.
Moreover, the acquisition time post injection should be cho-
sen such that the tracer uptake and contrast expected in the
targeted regions are high enough compared to background
and sufficiently stable to guarantee adequate noise-equivalent
count statistics and minimum temporal count variance in the
acquired data. As a result, an important set of following
parameters should be considered for the determination of
the average activity concentration levels expected in a partic-
ular bed and time frame when optimizing static PET imaging
protocols14: (i) the tracer decay rate, (ii) the nominal sensitiv-
ity of the PET scanner, and (iii) the tracer kinetics for the tar-
geted clinical cases. The latter parameter depends on a wide
range of normal and tumor physiological factors, thereby
requiring dynamic PET scans to acquire the necessary data
for the establishment of a reliable kinetic model.
Dynamic imaging in connection with mathematical com-

partmental modeling portraying the behavior of tracers in
various cells was developed, thereby providing insights into
various components of physiological parameters in vivo.
Parametric WB PET imaging was recently introduced and is
now receiving considerable attention.18 In this regard, signif-
icant progress was also achieved in the area of 4D PET recon-
struction, thus enabling to directly estimate kinetic
parameters from the measured data through appropriate
modeling of uncorrelated Poisson noise distribution in the
PET data.19,20 With improvements using direct 4D recon-
struction methods over the traditional postreconstruction
analysis often depending on the noise level and with micro-
parameters being noisier than macroparameters, direct 4D
reconstruction methods could potentially deliver signifi-
cantly improved microparametric maps in the body, which
could offer additional clinical information compared to cur-
rent macroparametric maps.21
Limitations of Quantitative PET
Imaging
The challenges faced by quantitative PET/CT imaging have
been investigated since the commercial introduction of this
technology in 2001, and a large number of professional soci-
eties established committees and task groups (eg Quantita-
tive Imaging Biomarkers Alliance (QIBA) by RSNA, Centers
of Quantitative Imaging Excellence (CQIE) by the ACRIN,
Quantitative Imaging Network (QIN), AAPM Task Group
145, etc) have been established to support and promote the
use of quantitative imaging biomarkers in the context of can-
cer screening, prediction, and assessment of response to
treatment.22,23 This is a very hot topic, which is expected to
nurture as highly specific targeted molecular imaging probes
are conceived and approved in diverse clinical applications
including oncology. Research in the area of quantitative
imaging is well underway, and the remaining technical chal-
lenges in this area are likely to be resolved within the next
decade.
The deployment of hybrid PET/MRI in the clinic poses

new challenges and additional difficulties, which are still
open research questions and, as such, advanced algorithms
enabling quantitative imaging biomarkers using this technol-
ogy have to be developed and validated. Quantitative PET/
MRI is still challenged by the lack of reliable and robust
attenuation and motion correction methodologies enabling
to produce artifact-free and quantitative PET images, with
robust and reliable quantitative indices for routine applica-
tion and advanced tools for multiparametric imaging for
research applications.
Limitation 1: Low Sensitivity of PET
The limited sensitivity of PET scanners is one of the main
physical factors impacting the accuracy of PET quantifica-
tion. Substantial progress has been achieved during the last
decade in PET detector technology, particularly the advent of
solid-state photodetectors, such as silicon photomultipliers,
which enable the implementation of time-of-flight (TOF)
capability also on hybrid PET/MRI systems. When exploiting
TOF information, the spatial location of annihilation photons
is restrained to a segment along each LOR, which enables to
reduce the cross-dependencies of image voxels, thus improv-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio and convergence rate. The
exploitation of TOF information enables to reduce statistical
noise in the data and as such, TOF acts as sensitivity
booster.24 Using a PET scanner equipped with TOF capabil-
ity is certainly a bonus and enables the implementation of
sophisticated techniques for handling image correction
problems.

Artifacts may also occur due to the nonuniform detection
efficiencies across the projection data space because of geom-
etry, detector efficiency, and electronic factors, each defining
a respective component that can be measured and later mod-
eled within the calculated normalization correction factors.25

Normalization correction factors can then be applied during
reconstruction. These effects are usually well taken care of
on commercial PET scanners.

Stationary multibed acquisitions adopted for WB PET
scanning in the clinic, owing to the limited axial FOV of PET
scanners, are commonly performed through step-wise trans-
lation of the table across the body region to be covered (usu-
ally from head to toe). This scanning mode is referred to as
step-and-shoot (SS) acquisition is implemented on virtually
all commercial PET/CT scanners owing to its simplicity. A
major drawback of this approach is the nonuniform sensitiv-
ity across the axial FOV for fully 3D acquisition mode.
Indeed, the oblique LORs contribute to the enhanced cover-
age of the central section of the PET scanner’s axial FOV,
which consequently results in higher sensitivity in this sec-
tion. The net effect is the low sensitivity at the two edges of
each bed position, resulting in higher statistical noise. FOVs
in the axial edges of each bed are going to be propagated to
the respective edges of the PET images during reconstruc-
tion. Inevitably, the simple addition on the image space of
the noisy edge transaxial slices of the PET images at the over-
lapped regions is not expected to fully recover their degraded
statistical quality triggered by the low-count reconstruction
in the bed edges. Accordingly, quantification of malignant
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lesions located in the overlapped regions may be disturbed in
SS-PET scans, due to the enhanced noise or noise-induced
bias, if the count statistics are not sufficient in the overlapped
edges of both bed FOVs. This may be a serious source of
quantitative errors in clinical oncologic PET studies, as many
current scan protocols involve multibed SS acquisitions with
gradually shorter scan times per bed.
An alternative acquisition mode, referred to as continuous

bed motion, consists in a smooth translation of the scanner’s
bed to circumvent the above-discussed limitation of SS mul-
tibed PET scanning.26 The aim is to render the axial sensitiv-
ity profile uniform by scanning all slices of the patient’s body
at a constant bed speed, excluding the two edges of the axial
FOV corresponding to the start and end positions of the
moving bed. Modulation of the bed speed for patient-specific
WB scanning aims at maximizing the counting statistics in
the ROI.27 This feature may be utilized to focus on the region
containing the pathology if known a priori.
Limitation 2: Imperfect Image Reconstruction
Despite the progress in image reconstruction from iterative
statistical algorithms, enabling more accurate modeling of
the data acquisition process and statistical noise, to TOF and
resolution-recovery image reconstruction enabling to
achieve uniform resolution throughout the FOV, image
reconstruction still remains imperfect, thus impacting the
quantitative accuracy of PET images. In clinical settings, the
iterative process is often terminated prior to reaching con-
vergence to produce good quality images suitable for visual
interpretation. This might jeopardize quantitative accuracy,
and as such, task-based image reconstruction should be
considered since incompletely converged EM images are
more suitable for lesion detection purposes, whereas fully
converged EM images are more appropriate for quantitative
analysis and estimation of physiologically meaningful
parameters.28
Figure 1 Representative clinical FDG brain PET study showing from
left to right. (Top row) PET, MR, and CT images used as reference
for evaluation. (Middle row) Attenuation maps derived using differ-
ent attenuation correction approaches including segmented MRI,
atlas-based, and MLAA techniques. (Bottom row) Corresponding
reconstructed PET images. Note the limitations of segmented MRI-
based approach that ignore the skull and air cavities. The Atlas-
based approach better matches the patient’s CT image, clearly out-
performing the MLAA algorithm.
Limitation 3: Photon Attenuation and
Compton Scattering
The attenuation of annihilation photons in biological tissues
is considered as the one of the most important physical
degrading factors affecting PET image quality and quantita-
tive accuracy. Photon attenuation results from the com-
bined effect of Compton scattering and photoelectric
absorption, the latter being almost negligible for 511 keV
photons in biological tissues. In essence, Compton scatter-
ing is the companion of photon attenuation in the sense
that a significant portion of attenuated photons can poten-
tially be detected as a scattered event. Both physical degrad-
ing factors are well dealt with using end-user software
implemented on commercial PET/CT scanners, although
PET images generated on these systems might present arti-
facts and quantitative bias in the presence of metallic arti-
facts29 or contrast medium.30
The problem of photon attenuation is more complex to
solve on hybrid PET/MRI systems since contrary to x-ray CT,
which inherently provides information about the electron
density and, thus, the linear attenuation coefficient at each
pixel in the patient’s CT image, MRI provides information
about proton density and relaxation time properties of bio-
logical tissues. As such, there is no direct relationship
between MRI intensities and linear attenuation coefficients to
build a patient-specific attenuation map. The challenges of
MRI-guided attenuation correction in WB PET/MRI were
addressed through the emergence of mainly three categories
of approaches listed as follows: (i) segmentation-based
approaches, which segment MR images into different tissue
classes and assign predefined attenuation coefficients to each
class, (ii) atlas-based and machine learning (ML) techniques
in which co-registered MR-CT atlas pairs are used to derive a
pseudo-CT image or to learn a mapping function that pre-
dicts the pseudo-CT from actual patient’s MRI, and (iii) the
recently revisited joint emission and attenuation reconstruc-
tion algorithms or maximum likelihood reconstruction of
attenuation and activity (MLAA), in which the attenuation
map is estimated from emission or transmission data.31

Figure 1 shows a representative clinical FDG brain PET study
comparing various attenuation correction strategies.



Figure 2 Illustration of MRI-guided PVC impact in functional brain
PET imaging showing for a patient with probable AD. The original
T1-weighted MRI (A) and PET image before (B), and after partial
volume effect correction (C). The arrows put in evidence that the
hypometabolism extends beyond the atrophy. Reprinted with per-
mission from Zaidi et al.38
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Limitation 4: Partial Volume Effect
Partial volume effect (PVE) is caused by the limited spatial
resolution of the PET scanner and has resulted in suboptimal
visualization and quantification of objects imaged. PVE leads
to small abnormalities appearing larger in size but lower in
signal intensity, as a result of spillover effect from the actual
source to the surrounding background. This effect becomes
more pronounced in lesions that are subject to respiratory
and cardiac motions. The ultimate achievable spatial resolu-
tion for current WB PET scanners is 4-5 mm measured using
current standards for assessment of performance characteris-
tics (point sources), but the realistic values in human studies
are substantially lower and in the range of 8-10 mm. We
should point out that also the contrast resolution decreases
with the decrease of lesion size. As such, it is not possible to
quantify tracer concentrations accurately in lesions smaller
than approximately 2-3 times the PET’s spatial resolution
represented by the full width at half-maximum of the scan-
ner’s point spread function. Therefore, PVE results in signifi-
cant underestimation of true tracer concentration and
unavoidably, partial volume correction (PVC) must be
employed for accurate quantification of the data generated.
Recovery coefficients are commonly calculated by scanning
hot spheres with known diameters positioned within a cylin-
drical phantom containing low background activity. The
recovery coefficients are calculated using SUVmax in
the spheres and background SUVmean, and these values can
be used to correct for PVE. The recovery correction vs sphere
diameter revealed a typical logarithmic curve.32 These meas-
urements were made by using an Allegro PET scanner (Phi-
lips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands).33

Several strategies have been proposed to overcome and
correct for PVE,34 but their review falls outside of the scope
of this scientific communication. However, the consequence
of PVC cannot be underestimated in both clinical and
research studies. In recent years, some software packages
have been introduced that allow for practical and accurate
PVC.35 In patients with lung cancer, PVC has been shown to
increase SUV measurements from 55% to 89% in lesions less
than 2 cm in size.36 In breast cancer, partial volume and
blood glucose level corrected SUVs resulted in the upper-
most diagnostic accuracy among a range of image-derived
PET metrics.37 In brain PET imaging, anatomically (MRI)
guided voxel-based PVE correction has been adopted as a
sensitive approach in research settings in a number of institu-
tions. Figure 2 illustrates transverse views of an FDG-PET
image of a patient with probable Alzheimer’s disease (AD).38
Limitation 5: Physiological and Bulk Motion
Respiratory motion is a major factor in accurate measure-
ment of tracer concentration on PET images, and its effect is
more prominent in abnormalities that are located in the
lower thorax or in the upper abdomen. The misalignment
between PET and CT images owing to respiratory or bulk
motion has been shown to be very challenging, and none of
the approaches proposed appear to address this very serious
issue at this time.39,40

Current clinical CT systems are capable of scanning with a
high speed (100 cm in the craniocaudal axis in 20 s) and gen-
erate images with a high resolution. Conversely, PET data
acquisition lasts 2-5 min per bed position during multiple
cardiopulmonary cycles. The difference in terms of temporal
resolution between PET and CT results in different breathing
patterns that also contribute to misregistration of lesions,
thus leading to compromised and inaccurate quantification.6

Therefore, either respiratory or cardiac motions result in
degrading the quality of the images acquired.

Respiratory gating has been proposed to resolve the prob-
lem of misalignment by reducing the impact of motion arti-
facts. Unfortunately, the application of 4D PET has been of
limited value in overcoming these challenges due to the rela-
tively long total acquisition time. Furthermore, it has been
difficult for patients to keep their arms over their head for an
extended period of time, and this has compromised PET
data acquisition. Issues related to physiological motion
become even more complicated when attempts are made to
image cardiac disorders (coronary atherosclerosis).
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Standard Quantitative Metrics

Static Metrics (SUV, TLG, MTV, etc)
The SUV, representing the amount of tracer uptake in a
malignant lesion at a discrete time post injection, is the most
commonly used semi-quantitative metric used in clinical
oncology owing. This quantity is usually normalized to the
injected activity and patient’s weight characterizing the
whole body distribution volume.16 There are a number of
variants to SUV, including the maximum SUV (SUVmax), rep-
resenting the pixel having the highest SUV, the mean SUV
(SUVmean), representing the average SUV in all voxels within
a delineated volume of interest (VOI), and the peak SUV
(SUVpeak), representing mean SUV in a spherical VOI having
a diameter of 1.2 cm (volume of 1 cc).41 Figure 3 shows the
principles and mathematical equations used to measure these
variants of the SUV metric. SUVmean is more susceptible to
PVE-induced errors and is also sensitive to the way the lesion
contour is delineated. Overall, SUVmax is commonly used in
the clinic owing to its simplicity and convenience whereas
the SUVpeak has been advocated as a more relevant metric,
less vulnerable to techniques used for tumor delimitation
and to statistical noise typically present in PET images.41

A number of studies have reported that it is more appro-
priate to normalize the SUV with other quantities, such as
lean body mass (SUVLBM or SUL)42 and body surface area
(SUVBSA)

43 to consider that adipose tissue is not as metaboli-
cally active as other tissues. Moreover, contrary to SUV nor-
malized to body weight, SUL is deemed to be more stable
among patients and less prone to variability.41 SUV measure-
ments are highly reproducible44 and are implemented on vir-
tually all commercial and open-source multimodality
medical image visualization and analysis software platforms
used in clinical environments. It is worth noting that caution
is required as substantial variability was observed among the
various platforms, which might have consequences on multi-
centre clinical trials involving quantitative analysis of PET
images.45

The metabolically active tumor volume is another image-
derived PET metric reported to have prognostic value and is
often used in the assessment of response to treatment. Man-
ual delineation of the metabolically active tumor volume is
Figure 3 Illustration of the basic foundations of PET quantification and the
derived PET metrics used in clinical oncology.
the de facto standard performed in the clinic. However, the
approach is challenged by the lack of clear edges between
malignant lesions and normal tissues, which complicates the
extraction of malignant lesions from noisy PET images. In
addition, this technique is prone to errors, is operator-depen-
dent, and suffers from intra- and inter-variability. A number
of semi-automated and fully automated PET image segmen-
tation techniques with various degrees of success have been
described in the literature.46 So far, very few of them have
been adopted for use in the clinic owing to the lack of guide-
lines on which method should be used and the lack of confi-
dence in those metrics in the absence of convincing
evaluation and validation studies.

In essence, the AAPM’s Task Group 211 report47 recom-
mends the use of various types of data to validate PET image
segmentation strategies, including simulated, experimental
phantom, and clinical studies. Clinical images lacking
ground-truth with only a surrogate provided by manual
delineation are commonly used to evaluate/validate segmen-
tation algorithms, which is insufficient. The AAPM Task
Group 211 report also recommends the combined use of
sensitivity and positive predictive value to evaluate the accu-
racy of segmentation algorithms with respect to the ground-
truth, since Dice coefficients are known to be sensitive to the
size of the tumor and as such do not give the full picture in
terms of false-positive and false-negative results.48 More
recently, the MICCAI challenge on PET segmentation49 dem-
onstrated that deep learning convolutional neural network
(CNN) approaches achieved the best performance and do
not require large datasets for training (provided data aug-
mentation is used).

Alavi et al. were the first to introduce the concept of global
assessment of metabolism in 1993 for assessment of patients
with AD compared with age-matched controls.50 The tech-
nique involved multiplying the segmented brain volumes
measured by MRI by the mean cerebral metabolic rate of glu-
cose as measured by FDG-PET and demonstrated significant
differences between the two groups. The concept introduced
the necessity of combining volumetric and metabolic data
into one measurement to reflect global disease burden. In a
report from 1999, this approach was adopted to measure
total lesion glycolysis (TLG) to calculate global disease
factors involved in the calculation of first- and second-order image-
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activity in cancer.51 It was shown that TLG is strongly corre-
lated with other PET response parameters and is reproduc-
ible. Therefore, it was concluded TLG provides
complementary information to conventional SUV and its var-
iants that are important in cancer patients.
With the advances made in medical image segmentation

and delimitation of tissues over the years, global disease
assessment has become a reality. This methodology has been
effectively employed in quantifying malignant mesotheli-
oma,52 lymphoma,53 sarcoidosis,54 Crohn’s disease,55 radia-
tion pneumonitis,56 osteoarthritis,57 rheumatoid arthritis,58

and atherosclerosis.59-61 Existing commercial software avail-
able today allows segmentation that generates the metaboli-
cally active tumor volume and the partial volume corrected
SUVmean (pvcSUVmean). Thereafter, partial volume corrected
metabolic volume product (pvcMVP) can be measured as
pvcMVPmean = MAV £ pvcSUVmean. Finally, a global disease
activity score can be generated by summing up the pvcMVPs
for all FDG-avid lesions throughout the body. A review arti-
cle based on the current literature related to metabolic tumor
volume and total glycolysis in various solid tumors con-
cluded that “both metabolic tumor volume and TLG have
the potential to become valuable as prognostic biomarkers
for survival outcome, clinical staging, and response to both
neoadjuvant and concurrent therapies.”62 Therefore, we
expect that the development of more sophisticated but user-
friendly, automated software packages in the near future will
facilitate the rapid adoption of these very important quantita-
tive approaches. In essence, this may provide clinicians with
a single number that reflect the global disease activity in
many disorders at diagnosis, during therapeutic interven-
tions and determining patient outcomes.
Dynamic Metrics (Patlak Analysis, Kinetic
Models)
The availability of high-sensitivity PET scanners promoted
the deployment of dynamic acquisition protocols in clinical
and research settings. The acquired 4D PET data may conse-
quently be used by graphical analysis or higher order kinetic
modeling techniques to allow the derivation of quantitative
maps representing physiological parameters of interest.
Graphical or Patlak analysis methods initially define a set of
assumptions for a compartment model and then derive sim-
pler linearized graphical relationships models across a
smaller set of parameters, also known as “macro-parame-
ters.”63 Thus, the newly identified model equations describe
a lower degree relationship between the acquired 4D PET
data and the streamlined model.14

These developments enabled the resurgence of parametric
imaging as a viable approach not only for limited FOV or sin-
gle-bed imaging64 but also in WB oncologic imaging. The
main drawbacks of the former approach are that it requires
prior knowledge of the body part containing the pathology
to make sure that this region is adequately covered by the
selected bed position. Moreover, the approach is not ade-
quate to identify a distant disease (eg, metastasis), which is
spread throughout the body. These deficiencies have been
recently tackled by the proposal of a novel class of 4D WB
PET imaging protocols intended for tracking the PET signal
through the body, thus enabling WB imaging of macropara-
meters, including net uptake rate (Ki) and total blood volume
distribution (V).18 The complementary information provided
by tracer uptake macroparameters might contribute in the
multiparametric assessment and characterization of malig-
nant lesions across multiple beds and in improved reproduc-
ibility in monitoring treatment response. In essence, the
protocol consists in extracting the image-derived time inte-
gral of the blood input function from a 6-min dynamic scan
over the heart though drawing an ROI on the left ventricle
on reconstructed dynamic frames. The protocol does not
restrict the initial blood pool scan, for which full compart-
mental modeling can be performed, to be limited over the
heart region but to be chosen based on the localization of the
disease within the body. This is followed by multiple scan
passes, usually between six and thirteen, across multiple bed
positions that are used as input to fit the Patlak model
enabling to generate Ki parametric images.14 This can be per-
formed either post reconstruction (indirect approach)
through fitting reconstructed dynamic PET images or prior
to reconstruction in the project space (direct approach)
through nesting the Patlak model within each tomographic
update step.65 PET data acquisition is inherently 4D spatio-
temporal in nature and only implementing 4D PET imaging
algorithms would enable to fully utilize the complete 4D
PET dataset that has always been acquired by PET scanners.

The limited axial FOV of current generation commercial
PET scanners results in the acquisition of temporally contin-
uous dynamic PET data only for a single bed position. The
direct consequence is that, contrary to the WB parametric
imaging concept discussed above, full compartmental model-
ing is axially restricted.14 Parametric imaging does not fully
take advantage of the information that could be extracted
combined with the benefits of continuous bed motion acqui-
sition in dynamic imaging. Taking advantage of this option
implemented on some recent commercial systems, a modi-
fied WB dynamic protocol was recently reported striving for
providing WB Patlak analysis and full compartmental model-
ing in a predefined single bed FOV covering a suitable blood
pool section (eg, the heart or the aorta) simultaneously.66 In
full kinetic modeling of 18F-FDG, the exchanges between the
compartments are modeled by the microparameters K1

(plasma to nonphosphorylated compartment), k2 (nonphos-
phorylated to plasma compartment), and k3 (nonphosphory-
lated to phosphorylated compartment) rate constants. A zero
efflux (dephosphorylation) rate constant (k4 = 0) between the
phosphorylated and the nonphosphorylated compartment is
assumed. Preliminary clinical assessment of this methodol-
ogy seems to suggest that parametric Ki imaging generated
by full kinetic modeling (Ki ¼ K1k3

k2þk3
) combined with micro-

parameters obtained for a selected single bed position brings
additional value in some clinical cases. Moreover, clinically
feasible dynamic WB PET imaging protocols can be imple-
mented by modulating the bed speed within each pass based
on preselected FOVs within the total WB FOV with the aim
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to optimize the frame duration and counting statistics
according to the a priori known location of the pathology.27

It is expected that the advent long axial FOV total-body PET
scanners will enable the implementation of fully compart-
mental WB parametric imaging techniques in the clinic.67
Radiomics Features
Radiomics is an emerging field in quantitative image analysis.
The notion of radiomics is derived by combining the prefix
“radio” from radiology, which refers to radiological images,
for example, CT, MRI as well as PET, and the suffix “omics,”
which stands for the technologies that aim at providing col-
lective and quantitative features for an entire system and
explore its underlying mechanisms as in the study of genes
(genomics), proteins (proteomics), and metabolites (metabo-
lomics).68 More formally speaking, radiomics is defined as
the process of extraction of quantitative information from
anatomical/molecular images with their corresponding bio-
logical information and clinical endpoints. Radiomics could
be thought of as consisting of following two main proce-
dures: (i) the extraction of quantitative imaging (static and
dynamic features) from a previously defined tumor region(s)
and (ii) the incorporation of the imaging features or traits
into mathematical models for treatment outcome prediction
that is aimed at providing added value for personalizing of
treatment regimens in comparison with commonly used clin-
ical predictors; this is illustrated in Figure 4.69-71

Although the notion of radiomics traces its origin into
quantitative imaging analysis in the areas of computer-aided
Figure 4 Schematic of radiomics workflow showing the two main steps of
and Aerts.102
detection or diagnosis in the 1980s,72 its application for clin-
ical and biological endpoints has started in the past decade
only. This has been driven by recent advances in personal-
ized/precision medicine. It worth noting that among the early
applications of radiomics has been using FDG-PET imaging
for predicting radiotherapy tumor response.73 This should
not come as a surprise given the functional nature of PET
and the underlying impact of intratumor metabolic heteroge-
neity on characterizing radiation response; an example is
shown in Figure 5. This was further corroborated with series
of applications of PET radiomics for predicting response in
cancers of the esophagus,74 head and neck,75 and lung can-
cer,76 among others. Moreover, the combination of PET/CT
was shown to predict local control in nonsmall cell lung can-
cer,77 while the combination of PET/MRI was shown to
improve prediction of metastasis to the lung in sarcoma.77

Reviews of these applications are provided in the works of
Constanzo et al. and Avanzo et al.71,78

The features extracted from PET images (radiomics) could
be derived via direct extraction (handcrafted) or indirectly
using deep learning methodology. The latter is still in its
infancy and we will focus in this review on the direct feature
extraction methods, which has witnessed tremendous
growth and success over the past decade. Direct radiomic
features can be divided into static (time invariant) and
dynamic (time varying) features according to the acquisition
protocol at the time of scanning and into pre- or
intra-treatment features according to the scanning time
point. Examples of static and dynamic features used in the
literature are described in the following and summarized in
the Table from the work of El Naqa.79
feature extraction and model building involved. Adapted from Yip



Figure 5 (A) A pretreatment PET scan of a head-and-neck cancer case of patient who died from disease after radiotherapy treatment. The head
and neck tumor ROI (brown) and the gross-tumor volume (green) were outlined by the physician. (B) An IVH plot, where Ix and Vx parameters
are derived. (C) A texture map plot of the gross-tumor volume heterogeneity through intensity-spatial mapping.
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Static/Dynamic Features (IVH, Shape,
Texture, etc)
Intensity�volume histogram (IVH): This is analogous to the
use of dose volume histogram applied in radiotherapy treat-
ment planning for reducing complicated 3D data into a sin-
gle easier to interpret curve. Each point on the IVH
curve defines the absolute or relative volume of the structure
(tumor or normal tissue) that exceeds the intensity in relative
or absolute sense,73 see Figure 5B. The IVH approach would
allow for extracting several metrics from PET images for out-
come analysis such as Ix (minimum intensity to x% highest
intensity volume), Vx (percentage volume having at least x%
intensity value), in addition to descriptive statistics (mean,
minimum, maximum, standard deviation, etc).

Morphologic (shape) features: These are generally geometri-
cal shape attributes such as eccentricity (a measure of non-
sphericity), which can describe tumor progression direction,
Euler number (the number of connected objects in a region
excluding the number of holes), which is useful for describ-
ing lesions with necrotic regions, and solidity (a measure-
ment of convexity), which may be characteristic of benign vs
malignant lesions.80,81 An interesting demonstration of this



Table Summary of commonly extracted radiomics variables from PET images for outcome modeling in oncology.

Category Example features Comments

SUV global descriptive
measurements

Maximum The highest single value within an ROI.
Sometimes corrected for body mass index.

Peak Derived from a circular ROI of 0.75 to 1.5 cm
in diameter centered on the maximum-value
pixel and evaluate the mean SUV within this
ROI;

Total lesion glycolysis SUVmean£ tumor volume
Other statistics Mean, minimum, standard deviation, coeffi-

cient of variation, skewness, kurtosis
IVH metrics Vx (5-100 in steps of 5 as percentage of the

SUV uptake)
Percentage volume receiving x% intensity

Ix (5-100 in steps of 5) Minimum intensity to x% volume
Heterogeneity metrics Differences of Ix and Vx measures

Texture-based features Gray level co-occurrence matrix Second-order histogram features (energy,
entropy, contrast, and homogeneity, etc)

Neighborhood gray tone difference matrix Higher order histogram features (coarseness,
contrast, busyness, and complexity)

Run-length matrix Regional run-length features
Gray level size-zone matrix Regional zone features
Fractals Self-similar patterns (fractal dimensions)
Other metrics Law energy features, Gabor filter, SIFT, etc

Shape-based features Eccentricity Geometric and topological characteristics
Euler Number
Solidity
Extent

Kinetic parameters Compartmental/graphical modeling
parameters

Parameters extracted from dynamic PET
imaging (eg, FDG-kinetics)
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principle has been shown in sarcoma using an idealized ellip-
soid structure (ie, eccentricity), which was indicative of meta-
static behavior.81,82

Texture features: Imaging texture is a second-order histo-
gram and refers to the relative distribution of intensity val-
ues within a given neighborhood. Texture integrates
intensity with spatial information resulting in a local neigh-
borhood. Textures are generally independent of tumor
position, orientation, size, and brightness, and can take into
account the local intensity-spatial distribution.83,84 Texture
methods are broadly divided into following three catego-
ries: statistical methods (eg, high-order statistics, co-occur-
rence matrices, and moment invariants), model-based
methods (eg, Markov random fields, Gabor filters, and
wavelet transforms), and structural methods (eg, topologi-
cal descriptors and fractals).85,86 Among these methods,
statistical approaches based on the co-occurrence matrix
and its variants such as the gray level co-occurrence matrix
(Fig. 5C), neighborhood gray tone difference matrix, run-
length matrix, and gray level size-zone matrix have been
widely applied for characterizing PET uptake
heterogeneity.87

Dynamic features: These features are based on the analysis
of kinetic maps extracted from tissue compartment models
as discussed above. Image features (such as IVH, texture,
and morphology) can be derived from these kinetic maps.
Modeling Approaches (Regression Models,
Machine Learning (Shallow/Deep))
In the context of radiomics analysis, the observed clinical
endpoints are considered to be a function of derived
imaging metrics. Before radiomics modeling with explicit
features, a selection process is required to identify the
best subset of features. There are principally three types
of techniques existing for such feature selection task,
namely, filter methods, wrapper methods, and embedded
methods. The filter-based method is an information-theo-
retical method, which is simple and computationally effi-
cient (eg, mutual information, cross-correlations, and
relief). Wrapper methods utilize the targeted classifier’s
prediction performance to rank the features. The embed-
ded method implements the feature selection into the
process of the classifier training. Deep learning further
bypasses this process by abstracting the data representa-
tion as part of the training of the algorithm, assuming
enough data or procedures such as data augmentation/
transfer learning can be applied.88 With the optimized
chosen feature, a radiomics model can be built such as
classical logistic regression approaches or more advanced
ML techniques. For more details about outcome modeling
in oncology, the readers can refer to the textbook by El
Naqa.89 We will provide some examples using regression
and ML techniques in the following.
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Radiomics Modeling by Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a common tool for statistical model
learning. It involves a logit transformation, which is given by

fðxiÞ ¼ egðxiÞ

1þ egðxiÞ
; i ¼ 1; . . . n; ð1Þ

where n is the number of samples, xi is a vector of the radio-
mics features used to predict f(xi) for outcome yi (clinical or
biological endpoints) of the ith

gðxiÞ ¼ bo þ
Xd
j¼1

bjxij; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; j ¼ 1; . . . ; d; ð2Þ
where d is the number of radiomics features and the b's are
model coefficients determined by maximum likelihood tech-
niques. The number of parameters can be determined using
standard search methods or by utilizing regularization
approaches, such as LASSO.
Radiomics Modeling by Machine Learning
ML represents an important class of artificial intelligence
algorithms (eg, neural networks, decision trees, random for-
ests, support vector machines (SVMs), and deep learning
neural networks), which are able to learn complex patterns
from the labeled (supervised) or unlabeled (unsupervised)
data.90 SVMs and neural networks are among the most com-
monly used ML methods in radiomics. Given a data with
inputs xi, and labels yi, D ¼ fðxi; yiÞ2 Rn � C j i ¼ 1; 2; 3;
. . . ;Ng of N total samples, a function f: Rn! C can be esti-
mated. Following two types of problems can be addressed:
classification, when the target set C is discrete, or regression,
when C is continuous. In the case of classification, for exam-
ple, discriminating low vs high risk cases of tumor failure,
SVM develops a hyperplane that can separate the different
class categories as follows:

Maxw;b;rr
with
kw k ¼ 1 and ð〈w; xi〉þ bÞ ¢ yi � r; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N;
where r 2 R, w 2 Rn, b 2 R, and yi ¼ f1;�1g. The optimal
weights (w, b) determine the SVM classifier:

f SVMðxÞ ¼ gð〈w; x〉þ bÞ; ð3Þ
where g is an indicator function.
On the other hand, neural networks construct a nonlinear

mapping using a recursive weighting procedure fWðlÞ ¼
WðlÞ

jk jl ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .g and vectors (bias) fbðlÞ ¼ bðlÞm jl ¼1; 2;

3; . . .g such that

f NN xð Þ ¼ ⋯s W 2ð Þ ¢ s W 1ð Þ ¢ xþ b 1ð Þ
� �

þ b 2ð Þ
� �

; ð4Þ

where s: Rp! Rq is a nonlinear function known as the acti-
vation function. The index l ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . indicates the net-
work depth, which is called layers. A network is referred to
as shallow if it had a small number of layers (<3), otherwise,
it is referred to as a deep network.
Deep neural network has recently shown remarkable per-

formance in a variety of biomedical problems, such as
patient’s risk of cancer, diagnosis, and prognosis of treatment
response.91 Deep neural networks do not require explicit
extraction of features as discussed above and can learn the
embedded data representation during the training process,
assuming sufficient information for training data is available
via data augmentation of transfer learning.
Example Application of
Radiomics in Clinical Decision
Support
Prediction of Survival Using Pretreatment
FDG-PET
In a co-operative study, Ohri et al. presented radiomics
model from 201 patients using the LASSO logistic regression
model.92 They identified a textural feature (SumMean from
the gray-level co-occurrence matrix) as an independent pre-
dictor of overall survival. The feature complemented volume
(MTV) in a decision tree model as shown in Figure 6. A
more general approach based on random forest using PET/
CT was applied for predicting clinical endpoints in head-
and-neck cancer, as shown in Figure 7.93
Association of Radiomics With Biological
Endpoints (Radiogenomics)
The process of linking radiomics features to biological end-
points is an emerging field known as radiogenomics, not to
be confused with using genetics for predicting radiotherapy
response. This field provides tremendous opportunities to
interrogate underlying molecular biology at the macroscopic
level, that is, image-based (radiomics) biopsies. This has been
shown using CT imaging for predicting EGFR mutations in
lung cancer94-96 and in the case of PET imaging, where Yip
et al. showed that 29 radiomic features can significantly pre-
dict EGFR status,97 whereas Minamimoto et al. further
showed that inverse coefficient of variation (1/COV) was a
predictive factor of EGFR mutations status, independent of
metabolic tumor diameter.
Comparative Effectiveness (Different
Treatment Modalities (Combined Therapies,
X-ray vs Particle, etc))
Proton therapy enjoys a constrained exit dose compared
to standard photon treatments due to the presence of the
so-called Bragg peak. This in addition to its other radiobi-
ological advantages makes an attractive option for radio-
therapy treatments. However, uncertainties associated
with the location of the Bragg peak can create high risks
of missing the target or causing unnecessary toxicities.
PET imaging has emerged as a useful tool for range verifi-
cation in proton therapy, which can measure the b+
activity induced by beam-tissue interactions during treat-
ment.98 An example using the INSIDE (Innovative



Figure 6 Modeling of patients’ survival using PET imaging. (A) PET images from two sample patients whose tumors had similar meta-
bolic tumor volume and SUVmax and similar appearances but disparate SumMean values. Both tumors were scored as markedly hetero-
geneous based on visual examination. Survival time for the patient in the upper panel was 15.5 months, compared with 47.8 months
for the patient in the lower panel. (B) Conditional inference tree for the combination of metabolic tumor volume and SumMean as pre-
dictors of overall survival (top), and corresponding Kaplan�Meier curves for overall survival for the three groups resulting from the
tree-defined cutpoints (bottom).
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Figure 7 Radiomics prediction by ML (random forest) application. (Left) Models construction strategy and analysis workflow. Four different
cohorts were used to demonstrate the utility of radiomics analysis for the pretreatment assessment of the risk of locoregional recurrence and
distant metastases in head-and-neck cancer. The H&N1 and H&N2 cohorts were combined and used as a single training set (n = 194), whereas
the H&N3 and H&N4 cohorts were combined and used as a single testing set (n = 106). The best combinations of radiomic features were
selected in the training set using imbalance-adjusted logistic regression learning and bootstrapping validations. These radiomic features were
combined with selected clinical variables in the training set using imbalance-adjusted random forest learning and stratified random subsam-
pling validations. Independent prediction analysis was performed in the testing set for all classifiers fully constructed in the training set. Inde-
pendent prognosis analysis and Kaplan�Meier risk stratification were carried out in the testing set using the output probability of occurrence
of events of random forests fully constructed in the training set. (Right) Risk assessment of tumor outcomes in Vallieres et al.93 (A) Probability
of occurrence of events for each patient of the testing set. The output probability of occurrence of events of random forests allows for risk strati-
fication. (B) Kaplan�Meier curves of the testing set using a risk stratification into two groups as defined by a random forest output probability
threshold of 0.5. All curves show significant prognostic performance. (C) Kaplan�Meier curves of the testing set using a risk stratification into
three groups as defined by random forest output probability thresholds of 1/3 and 2/3.
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Solutions for In-beam DosimEtry in hadrontherapy) is
shown in Figure 8.99 The INSIDE in-beam PET scanner
features two planar heads of 10 £ 25 cm2 active area,
each made of 2£ 5 detection modules with 16£ 16
Lutetium Fine Silicate crystals coupled to Hamamatsu
MPPCs, resulting in 25602 LORs. The system was able to
achieve a range agreement of about 1 mm.
Adaptive Therapy and Dose Escalation
Studies
PET imaging, and in particular FDG-PET, has been used for
dose escalation studies in radiotherapy. In a recent study
of lung cancer, an adaptive RT-escalated dose based on
FDG-avid region detected by midtreatment positron PET
was shown to improve local tumor control at 2-y follow-
up.100 However, dose adaptation in such a study is based on
clinician’s subjective assessment. Alternatively, to objectively
assess the adaptive dose per fraction, a three-component
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approach with neural
network architecture was developed. The DRL was trained
on large-scale patient characteristics including clinical,
genetic, and imaging radiomics features in addition to tumor
and lung dosimetric variables. In comparison with the clini-
cal protocol,100 the DRL achieved a root mean-squared error
(RMSE) = 0.5 Gy for dose escalation recommendation. Inter-
estingly, the DRL seemed to suggest better decisions than the
clinical ones in terms of mitigating toxicity risks and improv-
ing local control, as shown in Figure 9.101 This demonstrates
the potential power of the combination radiomics with ML



Figure 8 An example for online proton monitoring using PET. Treatment plan and set up. (A) Axial (left), coronal (center), and sagittal (right)
sections of the patient CT with the planned dose distribution to be delivered in the beam field monitored with the INSIDE in-beam PET system
and the clinical target volume superimposed in white. (B) Time evolution of a 2D slice of the detected beam-induced activity superimposed to
the patient’s CT used for dose planning. The top and bottom rows refer to the first (December 1, 2016) and second (December 2, 2016) acqui-
sition days, respectively.
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for such applications; however, further validation studies are
still needed.
Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions
PET is commonly utilized for the in vivo assessment of a
large array of specific malignancy mechanisms, depending
on the employed radiotracer, thereby offering high specific-
ity. Despite the challenges faced, quantitative PET imaging
including radiomics may be associated with high clinical
potential in oncology. Major advancements have been
achieved during the last decade with the deployment of
quantitative imaging biomarkers involving the use of either
conventional static imaging and semi-quantitative indices or
parametric imaging based on full kinetic analysis using spa-
tiotemporal image reconstruction, which is expected to enter
the clinical arena during the next few years and replace com-
monly used analytical techniques.

This is undoubtedly an exciting time for quantitative imag-
ing in clinical oncology. It is gratifying to see in an overview
the tremendous progress that quantitative imaging has made,
from straightforward semi-quantitative analysis to texture
heterogeneity analysis methods and radiomics, and most
recently towards WB parametric imaging combined with full
kinetic modeling for a limited axial FOV containing the
pathology. During the last few decades, the number of papers
reporting on the development or use of advanced quantita-
tive imaging methodologies supporting their clinical has
been growing steadily. There is no scarcity of challenges and
opportunities for quantitative molecular imaging techniques
at the present time. There is still scope for ground-breaking
methodological developments in the field, and given the
imagination and creativity of talented researchers, the future
of quantitative imaging is definitely bright.



Figure 9 A deep RL for automated radiation adaptation in lung cancer. DQN (black solid line) vs clinical decision (blue dashed line) with RMSE
error = 0.5 Gy. An evaluation against eventual outcomes of good (green dots), bad (red dots), and potentially good decisions (orange dots) is
shown, suggesting not only comparable but also instances of better overall performance by the DQN. Reprinted with permission from Tseng et
al.101
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